
 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

SO, MARK JASON S. Application of  Sequential mRNA Fluorescence in situ Hybridization 

and Fluorescence-Assisted Cell Sorting (SmRFF) in Separating Active Nitrite-Reducers from 

Mix Cultures and Environmental Samples. (Under the direction of Dr. Francis de los Reyes 

III.) 

 

     Denitrification, considered the primary method of nitrogen-removal during wastewater 

treatment, is a process of sequentially converting nitrate to nitrogen gas through a series of 

reactions catalyzed by several genes found in a broad variety of unrelated microorganisms. 

     To optimize denitrification, it is important to determine which specific microorganism is 

responsible for a specific biological process/step.  However, current methods of identifying 

active microorganisms in complex environments using standard molecular methods for 

linking microbial community structure to function are extremely difficult since PCR 

amplification of denitrification genes are often limited to assessing gene diversity, and not 

microbial function. 

     In this study, a novel “sequential mRNA fluorescence in situ hybridization and 

fluorescence-assisted cell sorting” (SmRFF) is described to potentially separate and 

phylogenetically identify in situ nitrite reducers in mixed culture preparations.  The novel 

method was demonstrated using mixed cultures consisting of: (1) actively denitrifying 

bacterium (2) non-active denitrifier and (3) non-denitrifier. The process involves specific 

tagging of the active denitrifiers by hybridization of expressed nirS, with a HRP-labeled 

oligonucleotide probe or a DIG-labeled LNA probe followed by single tyramide signal or 

two-pass amplification. Under fluorescence microcopy, it was observed that both 

hybridization techniques yielded appreciable fluorescent signal that differentiate active 



 

 

denitrifiers from other cells. Once the target cells are fluorescently tagged, the actively 

denitrifying bacteria, with a noticeably higher fluorescence intensity than non-denitrifying 

bacteria can then be physically sorted using gated flow cytometry, based on relative signal 

intensities. However in using two different types of probes, LNA probes seem to provide the 

best signal during flow cytometry having effectively separate 40% active denitrifier from the 

original mix culture and with a 88% purity. In spiked activated  sludge, the use of LNA 

probes also provided a high concentration of the target denitrifier (90.56%), however, in 

terms of recovery, the procedure only acquired 10.57% of the original denitrifying 

population.  

     This research focuses on addressing the fundamental question of which microorganism is 

responsible for a specific bioprocess in a given system by developing and optimizing a novel 

molecular method for separating, identifying, and quantifying bacteria that actively express 

specific functional genes in mixed culture samples. This method could also be applied to 

other complex environments (e.g., soil; groundwater) and may also allow the identification of 

active microorganisms responsible for different biological processes (e.g., bioremediation). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Dissimilatory nitrate reduction or biological denitrification is a respiratory process defined as 

the enzymatic, sequential reduction of nitrogen oxides associated with electron transport 

system resulting to evolution of the gases nitric oxide (NO), nitrous oxide (N2O), and 

molecular nitrogen (N2). The process of denitrification is generally considered as an 

anaerobic process but it was also known to occur in microaerophilic and even under aerobic 

conditions (Robertson and Kuenen, 1984). This facultative trait is observed particularly due 

to the spread among a wide variety of taxonomic groups comprising of at least 130 

denitrifying bacterial species spread among 50 different genera (Zuft, 1992). However since 

several of these microorganisms may not have the complete set of enzymes to complete the 

denitrification chain, cooperation from other denitrifying microorganism that would 

functionally complement the missing enzyme is usually needed (Zuft, 1997). These 

microorganisms are ubiquitous, and could prosper in practically all habitats since some of 

them can live in aerobic conditions while others could respire in low-oxygen environments 

giving them a competitive advantage. Denitrifying bacteria are found in practically all 

habitats, and the reductive process is becoming of global concern. Denitrification causes 

nitrogen loss in agricultural soils, and emitted N2O, a powerful greenhouse gas, destroys the 

ozone layer and contributes to global warming. Still, denitrification provides one of the 

important functions in waste treatment by removing excess nitrogen in local environments 

and by anaerobically degrading organic pollutants prior to discharge thus preventing 

eutrophication. 
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     The process of denitrification is mediated by several enzymes (NO3 reductase, NO2 

reductase, NO reductase, N2O reductase) that are transcribed by several genes (narG /napA, 

nirS / nirK, norB, nosZ). However, the key step, as well as the most studied, in the 

denitrification pathway is the reduction of nitrite by the enzyme nitrite reductase (Nir). This 

enzyme distinguishes denitrifiers from nitrate respirers, as it converts nitrite to nitrogenous 

products that cannot be further assimilated by the cell. Molecularly, these nitrite reductases 

could be distinguished into two known and distinct types: one with heme c and heme d1 

(cd1-Nir; nirS) and the other containing copper (Cu-Nir; nirK) (Bieche et al., 1999). Both nir 

genes are functionally and physiologically equivalent. Additionally even though, nirS is the 

predominant reductase among denitrifiers, nirK/copper reductases also show greater 

variation in molecular weight and immunological reactions and are present in more 

taxonomically unrelated strains (Coyne, 1989).  Because of the ubiquity of these genes 

spread among phylogenetically unrelated microorganisms as well as the unsustainability of 

using the classic approach of using 16S rRNA gene sequences to detect and analyze bacterial 

communities in environmental samples without isolation and cultivation, researchers 

commonly targets these genes as functional markers for the detection of denitrifiers. 

However, since denitrification genes are found among unrelated microorganisms, correlation 

between the two is unclear thus making the link between functional genes with microbial 

phylogeny extremely difficult with current PCR methods. Additionally, since PCR 

amplification of denitrification genes is often limited to assessing gene diversity, it may not 

necessarily translate to microbial diversity as well. Furthermore, most of the denitrifying 

functional gene sequences come from uncultured or unidentified strains and solely relying on 
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16S rDNA population is not an indication of the actual community therefore making the 

correlation between community function and structure even more difficult. 

         Targeting the messenger RNA in an active denitrifying community may provide an 

initial approach in addressing the community structure-to-function dilemma. In order to 

translate the enzyme necessary for a specific biological process, a microorganism needs to 

transcribe the specific messenger RNAs needed for the translation of such enzyme. 

Additionally, since mRNA has a very short half life, a strong correlation could be presented 

on the specific gene expression of a specific microorganism during the time of sampling. 

Thus by using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) that targets the mRNA, a visual 

representation on the amount of mRNA transcribed by the specific microorganism can be 

observed microscopically. However, the mRNA-FISH technique is usually performed as an 

assay of specific gene expression in eukaryotic cells, and in addition, the relatively short-half 

life and the ubiquity of RNAse that degrade RNA poses a significant challenge in the 

method. To maximize the signal intensity after hybridization, an improved FISH method 

known as catalyzed reporter deposition-fluorescence in-situ hybridization (CARD-FISH) as 

described by Pernthaler et al. (2002) was employed. In this method, the probe used contained 

a horse-radish peroxidase tag (instead of a flourophore). After hybridization, tyramide 

amplification step was implemented in which the presence of hydrogen peroxide will activate 

the HRP activity of the tag. Once HRP activity was activated, the numerous fluorophore 

tyramide binds to the HRP tag thereby increasing the signal intensity compared to normal 

FISH.   
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     This study was conducted in order to explore the feasibility in using sequential mRNA 

fluorescence in situ hybridization and fluorescence-assisted cell sorting (SmRFF) in 

separating active nitrite-reducers with the specific objectives of :  

 (a) Optimize the SmRFF procedure using oligonucleotide probe and LNA probe and  

 (b) Compare the effectiveness of using mRNA CARD FISH and LNA Two-pass TSA 

in distinguishing active denitrifiers microscopically and through fluorescence-assisted 

cell sorting.  
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BACKGROUND 

Physiology and Molecular Diversity of Denitrifiers: 

Denitrification refers to the dissimilatory reduction of ionic nitrogen oxides (e.g. nitrate and 

nitrite) into gaseous oxides (e.g. nitric oxide and nitrous oxide) which can then be further 

reduced to atmospheric nitrogen. During such process, in the absence of oxygen, the nitrogen 

oxides functions as terminal electron acceptors, while the gaseous nitrogen species serve as 

major products of these reductive processes. While the entire process of denitrification is 

considered as generally an anaerobic process, in some cases it could also occur in 

microaerophilic and aerobic conditions. 

     Denitrification is a four-step enzymatic process mediated by four different 

metalloenzymes that would sequentially reduce nitrate to dinitrogen. The first step is the 

reduction of NO
−3

 to nitrite (NO
-2

) catalyzed by a membrane-bound NO
−3

 reductase (nar) or 

periplasmic NO
−3

 reductase (nap), which are encoded by the narG or the napA genes, 

respectively. Organisms that are responsible for this process contain one or both of the NO
−3

 

reductase, however, narG is considered to be more representative and extensively studied 

(Deiglmayr et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2007; Reyna et al., 2010). The nar enzyme is composed 

of three subunits: (a) a catalytic α subunit with a molybdenum  cofactor, (b) a soluble β 

subunit, associated with several Fe-S clusters and (c)  biheme b quinol-oxidizing γ subunit. 

On the other hand, the periplasmic nitrate reductase, nap, differs considerably wherein the 

enzyme is a heterodimer containing a molybdenum-containing catalytic subunit with and an 

N-terminal [4Fe-4S] center and a biheme c cytochrome, which receives electrons from a 

membrane-bound NapC. Most importantly, in some organisms, the expression of the nap 
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genes are not repressed by the presence of oxygen, suggesting its importance in performing 

aerobic denitrification of these organisms by coupling the Nap enzyme to the nitrite and N-

oxide reductases (Philippot, 2002; Bell et al., 1990; Berks et al., 1995). 

     The second step involves the reduction of NO
−2

 to nitric oxide (NO). Unlike the first step, 

this process is considered as the defining step in denitrification. This reaction is catalyzed by 

two functionally and physiologically equivalent types of NO
−2

 reductases, either a 

cytochrome cd1 (encoded by nirS) or a Cu-containing enzyme (encoded by nirK) (Glockner 

et al., 1993) and it is shown that the two reductases are mutually exclusive in any given 

strain, although the Nir type may differ within the same genus and even within the same 

species (Coyne et al., 1989). This difference distinguishes the denitrifier community from 

other NO
−3

-reducing bacteria and Nir gene sequence diversity in the environment is 

sometimes taken as a measure for diversity of denitrifiers (Prieme et al., 2002; Yan et al., 

2003, Braker et al., 1998; Hallin and Lindgren, 1999; Braker et al., 2000). In terms of 

prevalence, several papers suggest that nirS  is assumed to dominate in denitrifying bacteria, 

as copper reductase shows greater variation in molecular weight and immunological 

reactions and is present in more diverse taxa (Coyne et al., 1989; Zumft, 1997), however in 

the gene sequence analysis of cultured denitrifiers performed by Heylen et al (2006), it was 

shown to have otherwise.   

     The third step, where NO is reduced to nitrous oxide (N2O) is catalyzed by NO reductase 

(encoded by the norB gene). Nitric oxide reductase is a heterodimer composed of subunits of 

large (norB) and small subunits (norC), containing a cytochrome b and a cytochrome c, 

respectively, and represents a represents an unusual reaction in biology, the formation of an 
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N-N bond. Surprisingly, it was demonstrated that potentially functional norB is present in 

non-denitrifying cyanobacteria (Busch et al., 2002) leading to proposed role of norB in 

preventing the accumulation of high toxic NO in non-denitrifying microorganism 

(Richardson, 2000). 

     The final step of denitrification, involves the conversion of N2O to N2 where the only 

enzyme known to catalyze this reaction is the periplasmic nitrous oxide reductase (Nos), a 

dimer composed of identical subunits associated with Cu, and in some cases Zn, Ni, and Fe 

(Zumft, 1997). This step effectively closes the overall nitrogen cycle as N2 gas may again be 

converted to soluble nitrogen oxides through the action of nitrogen-fixing and nitrifying 

organisms. 

Nitrogen Removal and Denitrification in Wastewater Treatment: 

     As the most common form of nitrogen in wastewater is in the form of ammonium (NH4
+
), 

(or pH-equilibrated ammonia, NH3), some of the ammonium is incorporated as biomass via 

the process of assimilation to satisfy the bacteria's cellular processes and cellular growth, 

especially during the aerobic BOD reduction stage of the wastewater treatment. However, 

since N-assimilation is not enough to remove the presence of high amount of ammonium, 

and since discharge of  a wastewater with excess N in the environment poses serious issues 

due to its aquatic toxicity and eutrophication in natural waters (Henze et al., 1997), additional 

processes must be improve N-removal. 

     For municipal and industrial wastewater, the most common method of removing excess 

nitrogen is the two-step biological process of nitrification and denitrification. During the 
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nitrification step, excess ammonia is aerobically oxidized into nitrite, as mediated by 

ammonium oxidizing bacteria (AOB). These AOB are chemolithoautotrophs wherein the 

carbon source is CO2 and energy is obtained from oxidation of inorganic compounds (e.g. 

ammonia). After oxidation of ammonia to nitrite, nitrification then proceeds to the aerobic 

oxidation of nitrite to nitrate  as mediated by another distinct functional group of 

chemolithoautotrophs , the  nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB), that uses CO2 as carbon source 

and oxidation of inorganic nitrite as energy source.  

     After nitrification, the anaerobic process of denitrification employed to complete the 

biological N-removal. In this process, facultatively anaerobic microorganisms (denitrifiers) 

are used and often employs the use of organic compounds (commonly supplemented in 

wastewater treatment plants as methanol, acetate, or methane) as electron donors for reducing 

nitrate, nitrite, nitrous oxide and nitric oxide and eventually to atmospheric nitrogen.  

However, in some cases, the process does not always proceed to complete reduction to N2 

since different bacterial denitrifiers may only participate in only one step of the whole 

process. Thus depending on the prevailing bacterial community composition and  

environmental conditions, the partial denitrification is highly likely resulting to the release of 

the gaseous intermediate NO and N2O, a very potent greenhouse gas,  that may pose an 

adverse effect of global warming      

 

Molecular Approaches in Characterization of  Wastewater Denitrifiers:  

     In order to have a realistic picture of the complex denitrifying communities in wastewater 

treatment plants, several means of examining nitrifying and denitrifying systems have been 
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used, the most common method is by monitoring chemical parameters, as well as 

conventional direct microscopy (Eikelboom, 1975; Jenkins et al., 1993) and traditional 

culture based method  (Ueda and Earle, 1972)  .  However due to inherent biases in culture-

dependent microbial monitoring, molecular-based approaches have been  explored over the 

years. However, recent studies comparing the phylogenies of nar, nir, nor, and nos gene 

sequences in bacterial isolates showed that the functional gene phylogenies are more or less 

incongruent with that of 16S rRNA (Delorme et al. 2003; Gregory et al. 2003; Goregues et 

al. 2005; Heylen et al. 2006; Dandie et al. 2007; Heylen et al. 2007), resulting to the absence 

of a reliable link between denitrifying activity and a pylogenetic association. This conflicting 

link between functional genes and phylogenetic lineage is often been proposed to be a 

product of  horizontal gene transfer (HGT) which was observed when studies of functional 

genes, nirS and nirK, unrelated denitrifiers could posses the same nirK genes  (Heylen et al., 

2006) and a Thauera-related denitrifier contained two nirS genes that are found in two 

different positions in nirS-generated phylogenetic trees (Etchebehere and Tiedje, 2005). This 

has led to criticism of the practice of using denitrification genes as molecular markers instead 

of the 16S rRNA genes for analysis of community structure and abundance of denitrifiers in 

the environment as comparisons between protein sequences and 16S phylogenies also 

suggest horizontal gene transfer of nor, nos and nap genes (Philippot, 2002).  

     Due to the limitations of PCR-based approaches in linking function to community 

structure, several studies were explored that may help bridge such gap. One potential method 

is the employment of stable isotope probing (SIP) the uses stable isotopes to track migration 

of selected substrates into cellular biomarkers that would provide phylogenetic information. 
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Originally, SIP was used in tracking the migration of 
13

C to track target active 

methylotrophic populations as the 
13

C is incorporated into its DNA as the microorganism 

grows in 
13

C-labelled methanol (Radajewski et al., 2000). However, the DNA-SIP is not 

without limitations. The most common is the possibility of cross-feeding labeled by-products 

to non-target microorganisms. Additional modifications of the SIP procedure, have enabled 

the utilization of fatty acids and RNA as biomarkers for polar-lipid derived fatty acid based 

stable isotope probing (PLFA-SIP) (Boschker et al., 1998) and RNA-SIP (Manefield et al., 

2002), respectively. However, regardless of the target biomarker, SIP, in general, works 

under the assumption that stable isotopes have no effect or preference towards the target 

population but Zengler et al., (1999) and Uphaus et al. (1967) have demonstrated that some 

cells posses a capability in distinguishing labeled and non-labeled substrates.   

     Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is another molecular approach used extensively 

in monitoring bacterial population in activated sludge microbiology. It involves the use of 

fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotide probes that binds via Watson-Crick base pairing to target 

complementary sequence. Commonly, oligonucleotide probes were designed to bind to 

abundant rRNA molecules wherein the binding results into the formation of a DNA-RNA 

duplex that are strong enough to withstand washing of excess probe and permit detection of 

target cells. However, probes can also be designed to bind to single-stranded mRNA as 

demonstrated by Pernthaler and Amann (2004) where long DIG-labeled transcript probes, 

were used  to detect active methane-oxidizing bacteria using by targeting pmoA mRNA and 

by Chen et al. (2004), where the use of five different fluorochrome-labeled oligonucleotide 

probes enabled the in situ hybridization to fis and dps mRNA in enterobacteria. The ability of 
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detecting mRNA via FISH could provide a method of visually monitor the presence or 

absence of specific metabolic activity in an environmental sample. 

     The use of flow cytometry (FCM) has been gaining increased interest in activated sludge 

microbiology. FCM works under the principle of suspending cells in a stream of fluid and 

passing it through an electronic sensing region where scattered light and/or fluorescence data 

are collected and analyzed (Porter, 1999). However, aside from monitoring these electronic 

signals, cell sorting can also be implemented in the process wherein after data signal 

processing, decisions can be made by the operator on each passing particle to either send it to 

sort or allow it to go to waste. Though the use of FCM may serve as a powerful tool in 

analyzing cell population, several sample preparation must be implemented, especially when 

working with activated sludge such as application of a floc disruption pre-process either by 

chemical/enzymatic means or by physical means (e.g. sonication) since large debris may 

cause blocking or clogging of the instrument fluid system. Most importantly, in FCM, 

successful detection of bacteria may also depend on fluorescent tagging to differentiate the 

cells from background noise (e.g. particulates, debris, non-target cells). Thus employing 

molecular fluorescent tags via fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) that target 

biomarkers that suggest microbial functional activity, may serve as a potential approach in 

bridging the gap between community structure and function.       
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial Stock Cultures and Media:  

Cultures of Escherichia coli BL21 (D3), Serratia marcescens ATCC 13525 and 

Pseudomonas stutzeri ATCC 14405 continuously maintained in nutrient agar slants, were 

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA). Cultures in 

mid-log phase were grown aerobically in nutrient broth (3g L
-1

 beef extract, 5g L
-1

 peptone, 

BD Diagnostics, Franklin Lakes, NJ) in an incubator shaker at 26
o
C and 120rpm for 18-24 

hours.  

 

Creation of Escherichia coli nirS clones:  

A new laboratory-based DNA extraction method (Hicks et al., in preparation) that 

incorporates the removal PCR-inhibiting humic acids via aluminum sulfate pre-treatment was 

utilized in obtaining the genomic DNA from Pseudomonas stutzeri.  The addition of 

aluminum sulfate solution (100mM Al2(SO4)3 + 100mM NaH2PO4; pH6.0) precipitates the 

humic acid present in the homogenate (Dong et al., 2005). After incubation and pH 

adjustment to 9.0 - 9.4, cell disruption in the samples were accomplished with the addition of 

a lysis solution (100mM NaCl, 500mM Tris, 10% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate, 1% sodium 

pyrophosphate; pH 9.0) in conjunction with bead-beating at maximum speed using 100um 

sterile zirconium beads. After removal of the cellular debris by centrifugation, protein 

contaminants were removed by the addition of 7.5M ammonium acetate and 10-minute 

incubation on ice. The DNA was later precipitated by adding 100% isopropanol, washed with 

70% Ethanol and resuspended in TE buffer (pH 8.0) after air-drying.        

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manassas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virginia
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     Full-length nirS fragments (1683 base pairs) of Pseudomonas stutzeri ATCC 17588 were 

amplified using engineered forward and reverse primers (Figure 1) with restriction sites for 

NdeI and BamHI, respectively in a PCR reaction carried out in 50 l volumes consisting of 

1X PCR buffer with MgSO4 (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD), 1.25 units of DNA Polymerase, 

0.2mM of dNTPs, 1uM of the primers and 1ng of DNA template. The Thermocycler 

conditions were as follows: an initial 95C denaturation (5 min); 28 cycles of denaturation 

(92C; 1 minute), reannelling (56C; 1 minute), and extension (72C; 2 minutes); and a final 

extension step at 72 C (12 minutes). 

 

  Forward Primer with NdeI Restriction site: ATCGACA\TATGAGCAATGTTGGT 

  Reverse Primer with BamHI Restriction site: ATTATG\GATCCTTAGTACACGTCGTT 

Figure 1. Engineered forward and reverse primers containing NdeI and BamHI restriction 

sites, respectively. 

 

 

 

     The PCR products were then visualized on a 1.0% agarose gel with ethidium bromide 

staining, purified using Wizard PCR Preps DNA Purification System (Promega, Madison, 

WI) and quantified on a Nanodrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, 

Wilmington, DE). After which,  the purified nirS PCR product was sequentially digested first 

with NdeI and afterwards with BamHI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) at 37
o
C 

overnight for each digest as specified by the manufacturer. The sequentially digested nirS 

was then purified using the Qiagen QIAquick PCR Purification kit (QIAGEN, Chatsworth, 

CA) and quantified. At the same time, linearization of the expression vector was performed 

by sequentially digesting pET16b (Novagen, Madison, WI) with NdeI and BamHI at 37
o
C, 
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overnight as specified by the manufacturer. After digestion and enzyme inactivation, 

purification of the resulting linearized expression vector was accomplished using the Qiagen 

QIAquick PCR Purification kit (QIAGEN, Chatsworth, CA).  

     Recombination of nirS insert and the linearized expression vector was performed using 

1:3 vector to insert molar ratio and using NEB T4 DNA ligase and ligase buffer (New 

England Biolabs, Ipswich, Mass.) as recommended by the manufacturer. Additionally, 

ligation controls using linearized pET16b, linearized pET16b with ligase, uncut pET16b or 

sterile TE buffer instead of the vector-insert mix were also used during the ligation 

procedure. After ligation, the ligation products were introduced into commercially-procured 

competent Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) (Novagen, Madison, WI) by means of divalent 

cation-mediated transformation as described by Carson and Robertson (2006) and the 

resulting transformants were inoculated in Luria-Bertani Agar (with 50ug ml
-1

 ampicillin) 

and incubated overnight at 37
o
C. Resulting putative transformants were transferred into 

replica LB (with 50ug ml
-1

 ampicillin and 20ug ml
-1

 IPTG) plates and incubated overnight at 

ambient temperature in preparation for nirS screening. 

     Two methods were used in screening the presence of nirS in the resulting E. coli clones. 

First by means of PCR screening where putative transformants were directly inoculated into 

a PCR reaction mix containing PCR buffer, Taq polymerase, dNTPs and 2 primers: one that 

attaches a portion of the nirS (TATGAGCAATGTTGGT) and one that attaches to the vector 

(GGCTGCTAACAAAGCC). DNA amplification was performed using a Thermocycler 

under the following conditions: 95C denaturation (12 min); 35 cycles of denaturation (95C; 

1 minute), reannelling (56C; 1 minute), and extension (72C; 4 minutes); and a final 
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extension step at 72 C (12 minutes). Detection of positive putative transformants was 

performed after observing the presence of a ~1.6kb PCR product in agarose electrophoresis 

gels. Secondly using plasmid extraction using the Qiagen plasmid mini kit following the 

manufacturer’s specifications (QIAGEN, Chatsworth, CA) and plasmid enzyme re-digestion 

using with NdeI and BamHI at 37
o
C, overnight as specified by the manufacturer followed by 

visualization of the digested products using agarose electrophoresis gels. 

 

Mixed culture studies:   

Pure cultures of Escherichia coli (with nirS), Serratia marcescens and Pseudomonas stutzeri 

were separately grown in nutrient broth at 30
o
C with constant shaking until an OD of 0.4-0.6 

is achieved at 600nm. Induction of nirS expression in nirS-containing E. coli transfomants 

was achieved by growing the cells in LB media containing IPTG while induction of nirS 

expression in Pseudomonas stutzeri cultures was obtained by transferring aerobically grown 

cells into tightly-capped pressure tubes containing 20 ml nutrient broth with 100mg l
–1

 

NaNO2-N and N2/H2 headspace. In contrast, uninduced growth of the E. coli transformants 

and P. stutzeri were maintained by aerobically growing the cells in the absence of IPTG and 

in the absence of nitrite, respectively. After achieving growth to OD 0.4-0.6, cultures were 

aseptically mixed to produce a  mixed culture combination as shown in Table 1.  After 

mixing, cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed twice with sterile 1X PBS and 

subjected to mRNA FISH and gated flow cytometry.         
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Table 1. Pure and Mixed culture combinations used for separating nitrite reducer via 

sequential mRNA fluorescence in Situ hybridization and fluorescence-assisted cell 

sorting (SmRFF). 

Species Pure 

Culture 1 

Pure 

Culture 

2 

Pure 

Culture 

3 

Pure 

Culture 

4 

Pure 

Culture 

5 

Mix 

Culture 

Complex 

Culture 

nirS-containing 

E. coli 

(induced) 

+     + + 

nirS-containing 

E. coli 

(uninduced) 

 +      

Serratia 

marcescens 

  +   + + 

Pseudomonas 

stutzeri 

(induced) 

   +    

Pseudomonas 

stutzeri 

(uninduced) 

    + +  

Non-

denitrifying 

Activated 

Sludge 

      + 

 

 

Time-dependent induction of nirS gene:  

Cultures of Escherichia coli nirS clone were grown aerobically in nutrient broth (3g L
-1

 beef 

extract, 5g L
-1

 peptone, BD Diagnostics, Franklin Lakes, NJ) with ampicillin in an incubator 

shaker at 30
o
C and 120rpm for 18-24 hours. 

     Actively growing cultures of Escherichia coli nirS clone were then inoculated in Luria 

Bertani broth containing 20ug/ml IPTG and 50ug/ml ampicillin and incubated at 30
o
C with 
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120rpm shaking for 16 hours. During the 16 hour incubation, culture samples were obtained 

every 15 minutes on the first two hours and every hour thereafter for mRNA FISH.   

 

Optimization of mRNA FISH and florescence microscopy:  

mRNA FISH experiments were performed by first fixing the cells from pure culture or from 

the different mixed culture combinations in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 3hrs at 4
o
C and 

stored in absolute ethanol at -20
o
C after washing twice with sterile 1X PBS.  Fixed cells were 

then immobilized by transferring and air-drying 2l of fixed cells onto microscope slides and 

additionally mixed with 5l 0.1% agarose (low melting point) per well for optimum cell 

immobilization and subsequent elution from microscope slides. The immobilized cells were 

then subjected to different permeabilization strategies  by either the addition of 20l 

lysozyme (5mg ml
-1

), the addition of 20ul Proteinase K (5ug ml
-1

) or 20ul of mutanolysin 

(5000 U) on each well and incubating for 30min at room temperature. After washing the 

slides with sterile water, the fixed cells are flooded with two drops of Dakocytomation 

Peroxidase blocking reagent (Dako Inc., Carpinteria, CA) and incubated for an additional 10 

minutes at room temperature.  Cells were then washed in sterile water and dehydrated in 

absolute ethanol for 3min. 

    Florescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) of the samples with varying amounts (0.1ng/ul, 

1ng/ul and 10ng/ul) of HRP-labeled R3cd [5’-GA(C/G) TTC GG(A/G) TG(C/G) GTC TTG 

A-3’] probe that targets nirS mRNA was performed by adding 20ul of hybridization buffer 

(0.9M NaCl, 50mM Na2HPO4, 0.1% wt/vol SDS, 0.5mg yeast tRNA ml
-1

, 10X Denhardt’s 

solution) to each sample well and incubated overnight at 46
o
C in humidified chambers. After 
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incubation, hybridized slides were washed in a wash buffer (0.9M NaCl, 50mM Na2HPO4, 

0.1% wt/vol SDS) for 20min at 46
o
C and in sterile water for 30 seconds. Additionally HRP-

labeled nirS antisense probe was also used as negative control. 

    Signal amplification was performed by adding 12l of amplification buffer (containing a 

1:50 dilution of fluorescent tyramide) (PerkinElmer Life And Analytical Sciences Inc., 

Wellesley, MA) were added onto each sample well and were incubated for 5min at room 

temperature.  After washing the cells 3 times with PBS for 5min at room temperature, sterile 

water for 1min, and absolute ethanol for 3min, samples where visualized by fluorescence 

microscopy using a Nikon Optiphot epifluorescence microscope (Nikon, Japan).  

 

LNA-mRNA hybridizationand two-pass TSA FISH:  

Paraformaldehyde-fixed cells were first immobilized by transferring and air-drying 2ul of 

fixed cells onto microscope slides. The immobilized cells were then permeabilized by the 

addition of 20ul lysozyme (5mg ml
-1

) on each well and washed with sterile water. Fixed cells 

were then flooded with two drops of the peroxidase blocking reagent and followed by 

another washing in sterile water before final dehydration using absolute ethanol. 

   Florescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) of the samples with varying concentrations of 

LNA-modified R3cd [5’- gACTTcGGATgCGTCtTG -3’] probe (with bases in lower case 

indicates an LNA analogue substitution and with a DIG-tag at the 5' end) that targets nirS 

mRNA was performed by adding 20ul of hybridization buffer (1xSSC [15 mM sodium 

citrate plus 150 mM sodium chloride; pH 7.5], 10% [w/v] dextran sulfate, 1% [w/v] blocking 

reagent 0.01% [w/v] sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS], 1×Denhardt’s solution and 0.2 mg mL−1 
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sheared salmon sperm DNA) to each sample well, as described by Kawakami et al. (2010), 

and incubated overnight at varying incubation temperatures (36
o
C, 46

o
C, 64

o
C, 74

o
C and 

80
o
C) in humidified chambers containing 1xSSC. After incubation, hybridized slides were 

washed in wash buffer (1x SSC , 0.1% wt/vol SDS) for 20min at 46
o
C and in sterile water for 

30 seconds. After washing, the slides were immersed in TNT buffer for 10 min at room 

temperature then in BB buffer (1% w/v blocking reagent and 1% w/v BSA in PBS) was 

applied to each well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After removing the BB 

buffer, a BB buffer with 0.02U/mL HRP-labeled anti-DIG antibody were placed on each well 

and incubated at varying times (4, 12 and 8 hours) at room temperature. After incubation, the 

slides were washed twice with TNT buffer at room temperature for 30mins each and the first 

round of tyramide signal amplification was performed using tyramide–dinitrophenyl (DNP) 

(Perkin Elmer, Santa Clara, California) as suggested by the manufacturer's specification. 

Subsequent to washing in TNT buffer for 30 min at 48°C, a second immunochemical 

reaction was carried out using an 1:100 HRP-labeled anti-DNP antibody (Perkin Elmer, 

Santa Clara, California) and incubated at  30 min. After twice washing with TNT buffer for 

15 min each at room temperature with mild agitation, a second TSA reaction with tyramide-

Cy3 and subsequent washing were carried out as described above. After washing, the 

samples were visualized by fluorescence microscopy using a Nikon Optiphot epifluorescence 

microscope (Nikon, Japan) and signal intensity was quantified using Metamorph image 

analysis software (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). 
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Flow Cytometry:  

After the mRNA or LNA-mRNA FISH procedure was completed, cells were eluted from 

microscope slides by adding pre-warmed (65
o
C) 30ul sterile PBS buffer with subsequent 

mixing by pipetting in order to melt the agarose and to resuspend hybridized. The 

resuspended cells were transferred into sterile BD tubes with the addition of 1ml sterile PBS 

buffer, and submitted for flow cytometric analysis and cell sorting using a Dako Cytomation 

MoFlo (Cytomation Inc., Fort Collins, CO) cytometer at Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting 

Laboratory, NCSU. Cells were sorted and collected directly into sterile centrifuge tubes using 

sterile PBS buffer as sheath fluid and subjected to bacterial quantitation.   

 

Quantitative PCR Analysis:  

Sorted cells were centrifuged at 5000 x g for 5 min, washed with sterile water twice, 

resuspended in 30l sterile water, and subjected to a freeze-thaw cycle twice by first freezing 

the suspended pellet at -80
o
C,  then thawed on a heated block at 65

o
C for 5 minutes, and 

placed then on ice for prior to PCR amplification. Real-time PCR of rRNA genes of 

Escherichia coli, Serratia marcescens and Pseudomonas sp. were performed using specific 

rRNA primers targeting specific microorganism as shown in Table 2.  The PCR, with iQ5 

real-time detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), was carried out in 25 l 

volumes consisting of 0.5um of the primers, 5ul of the freeze-thawed sorted cells, 12.5 l of 

2x iQ SYBR green supermix (100 mMKCl, 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4, 0.4 mM 

deoxynucleoside triphosphate, 50 U/ml iTaq DNA polymerase, 6 mM MgCl2, SYBR green I, 

20 nM fluorescein, stabilizers), and filled to the final reaction volume using RNase-free 
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sterile water. Thermocycler conditions were provided as follows: an initial 95C denaturation 

(5 min); 30 cycles of 95C (50 s), 60C (50 s), and 72C (45 s); and a final extension step at 

72 C (7 min). CT values in the assay over 40 were considered negative and 10-fold serial 

dilutions of the genomic DNA extracted from pure cultures of Escherichia coli, Serratia 

marcescens and Pseudomonas stutzeri were used to construct standard curves. 

 

 Table 2. Primers used for quantitative PCR assay. 

Target 

Species 

Target 

Gene 

Primer  Primer sequence Reference 

Escherichia 

coli 

23S 

rRNA  

23S-F 

23S-R 

GAAAGGCGCGCGATACAG  

GTCCCGCCCTACTCATCGA 

Vilalta et al., 

2001  

Serratia 

marcescens 

16S 

rRNA
 
 

16S_F 

16S_R 

GGTGAGCTTAATACGTTCATCAATTG 

GCAGTTCCCAGGTTGAGCC 

Seikaly et al., 

2007 

Pseudomonas 

sp. 

16S 

rRNA  

Pf 

Pr 

GGGTGGTGGAATTTCCTGTGT 

GAAGCGGTGACCACAAGGAA 

Lloyd-Jones et 

al., 2005 

Escherichia 

coli clone 

nirS Cd3aF 

R3cd 

AACGYSAAGGARACSGG 

GASTTCGGRTGSGTCTTSAYGAA 

Throback et 

al., 2004 

  

 

 

     After bacterial quantitation of all the microorganisms used the initial mix culture and the 

final sorted population, the recovery and the purity of the induced cell (E. coli) was  

evaluated. 

 

 Recovery         =    (Final Population of E. coli after sorting) 

 

     (Initial Population of E. coli before sorting)  
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   ( Final Population of E. coli) 

     Purity After Sorting  =      

 (Final Population of E. coli + Final Population of Serratia + 

Final Population of Pseudomonas) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)  is a useful tool initially used in locating identified 

sequence of DNA/RNA in whole microbial cells by employing tagged DNA oligonucleotides 

that bind specifically to complementary sequences of the target gene via the fundamental 

principles of base-pairing established by Watson and Crick. With the advancement  of tissue 

fixation techniques as well as establishment of improved processing conditions, FISH has 

been also extensively used in studying gene expression by monitoring expression of mRNA 

transcripts inside the cell. In this experiment, Catalyzed reporter deposition-FISH (CARD-

FISH) was used in monitoring active denitrifiers by using specific oligonucleotide probe that 

binds to nirS gene necessary for the expression of nitrite reductase. 

 

Induction of nirS expression in Pseudomonas and Escherichia clones 

Expression Escherichia coli nirS clones was  initially created to accommodate an expression 

vector that contains a fragment of the nirS gene that was previously extracted from 

Pseudomonas stutzeri.  These clones were constructed to have strict control on the expression 

of the gene-of-interest wherein the absence of an inducer (e.g. IPTG) enables the continuous 

nirS repression by constitutively expressing the LacI repressor of the operon in the plasmid. 

On the other hand, once an inducer is present, the LacI would bind to the inducer thereby 

quenching the LacI inhibition on the lacO and resulting to the activation of nirS expression. 

These nirS clones were then used as both positive and negative controls in the succeeding 

experiment.  
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     To create an appropriate positive control, establishment of  optimum mRNA expression of 

the expression clones was first addressed by performing a time-dependent IPTG induction 

experiment and monitoring the fluorescent signal through florescence microscopy with 

oligonucleotide probe targeting nirS. Figure 2 shows that under induction conditions, there 

seem to have erratic signal intensity throughout the observation period suggesting  an 

unsteady accumulation of RNA transcripts during induction. Golding and Cox (2004) 

hypothesized that these RNA accumulation irregularities may be attributed to RNA–protein 

particles that might have stayed attached to the DNA template longer than normal RNA 

molecules, thus inhibiting further transcription from the same promoter. In addition, under 

induction, it was also possible that multiple transcripts are produced, which interact with 

each other through their bound proteins. In any case, the time-dependent IPTG induction also 

showed that that optimum nirS mRNA transcription was achieved at 7 hours of induction and 

clones under such conditions were used as a positive control. In contrast, E. coli nirS clones 

that were grown in the absence of IPTG, and thus not expressing the gene-of-interest, was 

used as a negative control.   
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Figure 2. CARD-FISH signal intensity of Escherichia coli nirS expression clone during   

time-dependent IPTG induction. 

 

 

 

     On the other hand, Pseudomonas stutzeri, a naturally occuring denitrifier with native nirS 

gene was also used. Induction of the nirS gene in P. stutzeri was achieved by growing the 

cells anaerobically, in pressure vials, with the presence of 100mg l
–1

 NaNO2-N as terminal 

electron acceptor while uninduced cells were achieved by growing the culture aerobically 

without nitrite.  

 

Technical Improvements in mRNA CARD-FISH 

In order to maximize the flourescent signal during FISH, a modified procedure known as 

catalyzed reporter deposition-FISH (CARD-FISH), was used. Although the process enables 
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FISH signals  up to 20-fold brighter with HRP labeled probes than with conventional single 

labeled probes (Schönhuber et al., 1997), additional procedures must still be applied to 

optimize the process. 

 

Cell Permeabilization:  Since the the use of CARD-FISH involves the critical use of larger 

enzyme-labeled (e.g. HRP) oligonucleotide probes and antibodies to penetrate into the cells 

(Amann et al., 1992), protocols need to be adjusted to include an additional and carefully-

controlled permeabilization step in the process without compromising cell integrity 

(Pernthaler et al., 2002; Schönhuber et al., 1999). Three different but commonly-used 

enzymes (lysozyme, Proteinase K, and mutanolysin) were tested for mRNA-CARD FISH. It 

was observed that lysozyme sample pre-treatment yielded higher signal intenisties in induced 

cells (Pseudomonas and E. coli clone) compared to their uninduced counterparts and also 

compared to cells treated with mutanolysin or proteinase K as shown in  Figure 3. This 

suggested that although both Pseudomonas and E. coli are Gram-negative and only have 

<10% peptidoglycan in its cell wall, the application of  lysozyme that catalyzes the 

hydrolysis of 1,4-beta-linkages between N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetyl-D-

glucosamine residues in the thin peptidoglycan layer, was still sufficient to introduce the 

large molecules needed for CARD-FISH without compromising the cell structure itself.  
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Figure 3. CARD-FISH signal intensity of Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (induced 

and uninduced), Pseudomonas stutzeri (induced and uninduced) and Serratia with 

different enzyme pretreatment. 

 

 

Fluorophore Evaluation: The choice of fluorophore may have provide an additional step in 

optimizing in CARD-FISH. Tyramides with different commonly used fluorophores, 

fluorescein (excitation: 490nm; emission: 525nm), Cy3 (excitation: 554nm; emission: 

568nm) and Tetramethylrhodamine (TMR; excitation: 557nm; emission: 576nm), were tested 

for mRNA CARD-FISH.  Results showed that using Cy3 gave the highest signal intensity 

during FISH specially in induced cells (Pseudomonas and E. coli clone) compared to their 

uninduced counterparts and most importantly compared to cells treated with TMR or 

fluorescein (Figure 4). The marked signal intensity difference between different tyramide 
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fluorophore may be attributed to possible varying degree of fluorescence quenching due to 

the interaction of the dyes and the nucleotides or amino acids near the vicinity of the 

fluorophore (Torimura et al., 2001) when the energy absorbed from light is transferred 

undesirably to the nearby nucleotide resulting to the reduction of quntum yield and 

fluorescence signal intensity. The same phenomenon was observed  by Marras et al.(2002) 

when fluorescein derivatives are more prone to quenching than other fluorophores while Cy3 

seems to be not affected at all.  

 

 

Figure 4. CARD-FISH signal intensity of Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (induced 

and uninduced), Pseudomonas stutzeri (induced and uninduced) and Serratia with 

different fluorophore tyramide. 
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Oligonucleotide Probe Titration: When performing in situ hybridization, it is important to use 

a suitable probe concentration. If the concentration is too low, it may cause inefficient 

hybridization resulting to a signal that will be too low to detect. However, if the probe 

concentration is too high, the bacterial cells might get saturated and non-specific binding will 

occur (Fuchs et al., 1998). Therefore a series of hybridization reactions were performed using 

varying amounts of probe by means of probe titration, to determine the optimum probe 

concentration to distinguish expression differences between induced and uninduced 

microorganism, as well as between denitrifier and non-denitrifier. Figure 5a showed the 

result of the hybridization of different organisms using varying concentration of the nirS 

probe where it was observed that probe concentration below 1ng/ul manifested very low 

signal intensity with no appreciable difference in signal between induced and uninduced cells 

(both for E. coli clones and Pseudomonas) possibly brought by inefficient hybridization of 

the low concentration probe to the gene-of-interest. On the other hand, probe concentration 

of 10ng/ul yielded relatively high signal intensity across both induced and uninduced samples 

(both for E. coli clones and Pseudomonas) which can be attributed to non-specific binding. 

The same non-specific binding can also be seen at the same probe concentration (10ng/ul)  

on CARD-FISH of the sample using an anti-sense probe as negative control probe (Figure 

5b). Most importantly, it was also observed that using 1ng/ul of the probe is sufficient to 

distinguish signals from induced and uninduced microorganims (Figure 6).   
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(A)

 
 

(B) 

 
 

Figure 5. Comparison of hybridization signal from mRNA CARD-FISH  of Escherichia coli 

nirS expression clone (induced and uninduced), Pseudomonas stutzeri (induced and 

uninduced) and Serratia using diffrent concentrations of sense probe (A) and 

antisense probe (negative control) probe (B). 
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Figure 6. Micrographs of optimized mRNA CARD-FISH of induced (A) and uninduced (B) 

Pseudomonas stutzeri, induced (C) and uninduced (D) Escherichia coli nirS 

expression clone and Serratia (E) using 1ng/ul sense nirS oligonucleotide probe at 

500ms exposure time. 

 

 

 

A B 

C D 

E 
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LNA in situ hybridization and Two-Pass TSA  

The use of in situ hybridization has become a valuable tool for gene localization and gene 

expression studies. Optimization of the various steps of this technique has resulted in a 

widespread use for detection of specific DNA and mRNA sequences in a histological and 

cytological context (Dirks 1996). Additionally, the introduction of convenient and stable 

fluorochrome labeling instead of the traditional radiolabeled probes (DeLong et al., 1989) 

facilitated direct visualization of the hybridized samples thus becoming an integral method in 

identifying and quantifying microorganisms in complex systems and even considered as a 

diagnostic tool in a variety of medical and environmental applications. However, 

fluorochrome labels have shown to have limited sensitivity and various methods of 

improving the signal-to-noise ratio in in situ hybridizations including the use of additional 

reporter molecules (e.g. antibodies, hapten-labeling) and in some cases, replacement of DNA 

oligonucleotide probes with nucleic acid analogs (e.g. LNA, PNA) (van de Corput et al., 

1998, Nielsen et al., 1991, Koshkin et al., 1998) have been investigated. In this experiment, 

further improvement in detecting nirS expression and tagging of actively denitrifying 

microorganism was explored by the introduction of LNA in the oligonucleotide probe, as 

well as the use of a two-pass TSA signal amplification via introduction of antibodies to 

increase signal production. 

 

LNA Probe Titration: Much like determing the optimum probe concentration for mRNA 

CARD-FISH, probe titration experiment was also applied for the LNA in situ hybridization 

wherein hybridization reactions were performed using a series of varying amounts of LNA 
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probe to distinguish expression differences between induced and uninduced microorganism, 

as well as between denitrifier and non-denitrifier. Figure 7 showed the result of the 

hybridization of different organisms using varying concentrations (0 ng/ul, 0.1 ng/ul and 1 

ng/ul) of the LNA-nirS probe where it was observed similarity with the probe titration result 

using the previous mRNA CARD-FISH wherein probe concentration below 1ng/ul 

manifested very low signal intensity due to inefficient hybridization of the low concentration 

probe and at 1ng/ul, appreciable difference in signal intensity was seen between induced and 

uninduced microorganism and between denitrifiers and non-denitrifiers. However, it was also 

observed that signal manifestation in LNA-FISH with two-pass TSA was considerably higher 

than mRNA CARD-FISH at the same probe concentration. This could be attributed to two 

factors: (1) the incorporation of locked nucleic acid (LNA) in the oligonucleotide probes and 

(2) the adaptation of two-pass TSA procedure.  

      Locked nucleic acid, a modified RNA analogue, was shown to have a unprecedently high 

affinity to complementary DNA or RNA (Koshkin et al., 1998) resulting from enhanced base 

stacking and backbone pre-organization. The substitution of LNAs in some of the nucleotides 

in the probe was shown to significantly increase the sensitivity and specificity of the probes 

that is used in FISH, as well as other molecular biology techniques (e.g. DNA microarray, 

real time-PCR) especially in microRNA detection (Valoczi et al. 2004; Wienholds et al. 

2005). Additionally, the increase in signal intensity could also be attributed to the 

incorporation of the two-pass TSA procedure, a modification of the standard CARD-FISH, 

wherein  signal amplification is magnified by  first performing amplification with tyramide-
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DNP, followed by a final amplification with the tyramide-fluorophore after immunochemical 

application of antibodies.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Comparison of hybridization signal from LNA FISH with two-pass TSA  of 

 Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (induced and uninduced), Pseudomonas 

 stutzeri (induced and uninduced) and Serratia using different concentrations of nirS 

 LNA/DNA oligonucleotide probe. 

 

Probe Hybridization Temperature: An important aspect in improving the signal-to-noise ratio 

in samples subjected to two-pass TSA is the optimization of hybridization of the LNA probe 

to its complementary DNA or RNA target. Although the incorporation of LNA in the 

oligonucleotide probe increases its affinity on their target gene, it was also observed that 

even though the binding of the LNA probe follows the normal Watson-Crick base pairing, 

numerous accounts have also shown that melting temperatures (Tms) have been also 

increased by as much as 41°C relative to DNA:DNA complexes of the similar length and 

sequence and in some cases a single substitution by a single LNA base can raise the Tm value 
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by as much as 9.6°C (Braasch and Carey, 2001). This significant change in the hybridization 

characteristic of the probe opted the re-evaluation of the temperature used in the 

hybridization for FISH. In this experiment, various temperatures were used to determine the 

optimum temperature for LNA hybridization and the results showed small signal differences 

between induced and uninduced clones when the probe was hybridized at temperatures below 

64
o
C and temperatures beyond 74

o
C (Figure 8). The relatively small difference in signal 

intensity below 64
o
C suggest that probe non-specific binding may be a factor specially on the 

uninduced clones while on the other hand, at 80
o
C, the temperature might be too high to 

ensure annealing and hybridizing of the probe to its target gene. The use of 64
o
C and 74

o
C 

seemed to provide an appreciable signal differentiation between induced and uninduced 

clones as it was also determined that these temperatures also correspond to the in silico 

melting temperature of the probe as a LNA-DNA duplex and as a LNA-RNA duplex, 

respectively (www.exiqon.com). This difference in the thermostability between the different 

types of duplexes could be attributed to the more compact molecular structure, a reduced 

asymmetry and a significant increase in structural rigidity of the DNA-RNA hybrid than the 

DNA-DNA duplex (Barone et al., 2000).   

     Given the high affinity of LNA probes to its complementary RNA or DNA target, as well 

as the significant difference between the melting temperature of the probe as a LNA-DNA 

duplex and as a LNA-RNA duplex, it may also be possible to specifically hybridize cells 

with large quantities of mRNA and possibly omit or limit the hybridization of inactive or 

uninduced cells that only contain a complementary DNA and not mRNA as what was 

performed in the LNA- two pass FISH in Figure 9.     
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Figure 8. Comparison of hybridization signal from LNA FISH with two-pass TSA  of 

 Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (induced and uninduced), using with different 

 probe hybridization temperatures. 
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Figure 9. Micrographs of optimized LNA Two-Pass TSA FISH of induced (A) and 

uninduced (B) Pseudomonas stutzeri, induced (C) and uninduced (D) Escherichia 

coli nirS expression clone and Serratia (E) using 1ng/ul sense nirS 

LNA/oligonucleotide probe at 500ms exposure time. 

 

 

 

Gated Flow Cytometry and Flow-FISH 

Flow cytometry (FCM) is a powerful and well-established tool that is widely used for rapid 

quantitation of different cell populations from mixed microbial communities based on light 

scatter and in some cases, auto-fluorescence. However with the addition of fluorescent 

A B 

C D 

E 
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staining of cells through FISH, the application of FCM could provide an enormous potential 

for separating cells-of-interest from complex assemblages. The selectively of FCM with the 

differentiation of cells by specific molecular probes provides one of the most intriguing 

potential applications of FCM leading to the possibility of direct extraction of specific 

subpopulations, while omitting conventional cultivation steps, that could be followed by 

genetic or even genomic characterization. However, one of the main obstacles in applying 

florescent-assisted FCM for sorting has been the low fluorescence intensity especially in 

sample from environmental systems (Wallner et al., 1993). In this experiment, the use of 

different means of fluorochrome tagging (CARD-FISH and LNA Two Pass FISH) was 

evaluated in terms of the ability to differentiate active denitrifiers from non-active denitrifier 

as well as against non-nirS containing microorganism in a mix culture through florescent-

assisted FCM.  

  

Cell Separation of CARD-FISH hybridized Cells: 

In separating active denitrifiers from non-active denitrifiers and non-denitrifiers, a mix 

culture containing an induced E. coli clone (active denitrifier), uninduced Pseudomonas 

stutzeri (non-active denitrifer) and Serratia (non-denitrifier) was used and hybridized with 

either an oligonucleotide probe or an LNA probe using the optimized CARD-FISH or using 

the optimized Two pass TSA FISH hybridization conditions. Initially the cells were 

immobilized in slides with the use of 0.1% low melting point agarose to decrease the chances 

of cell loss during the hybridization process, improve cell stabilization,  as well as the ease of 

eluting the immobilized cells into solution prior to cell sorting by melting the agarose at 
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elevated temperatures (65
o
C). Additionally, prior to running the mix culture in the flow 

cytometry, sorting gates must be first set based on the flow cytometric characteristics of the 

control organism. Figure 10 shows the flow cytometry profiles of uninduced Pseudomonas, 

induced E. coli nirS clone and Serratia. The profiles showed a clear and distinct pattern 

between the induced (and active) denitrifier (Figure 10c) compared to a non-denitrifier 

(Figure 10a) corresponding to the relatively high flourescent signal provided by the 

hybridized oligonucleotide probe in the induced E. coli. However, for the uninduced 

Pseudomonas, it was observed that its profile overlaps with the profile of Serratia and the 

induced E. coli (Figure 10b). The overlapping profile could be attributed to the fluorescent 

signal emitted by the probe as it hybrized to the nirS DNA in the uninduced Pseudomonas 

however the signal manifested by these cells were not as high as compared to the signal 

manifested by the induced cells as the probe could also hybridized to the nirS DNA as well 

as the nirS mRNA.   

     After the sorting gates was established, cell sorting of the mix culture was performed and 

the flow cytometric profile was shown in Figure 11 and the cells that passes through the gate 

calibrated for the active denitrifiers was collected and the community profile was analyzed to 

determine the recovery of active denitrifier from a mix culture population. 
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Figure 10. Flow cytometric profiles of Serratia (A) uninduced Pseudomonas stutzeri (B), and 

induced Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (C) hybridized with 1ng/ul sense 

nirS oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyramide. 

 

A B 

C 
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Figure 11. Flow cytometric profiles of a mix culture containing Serratia, uninduced 

Pseudomonas stutzeri and induced Escherichia coli nirS expression clone 

hybridized with 1ng/ul sense nirS oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyraminde. 
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Cell Separation of LNA Two-pass FISH hybridized Cells: 

Similar to the process in separating active denitrifiers from non-active denitrifiers and non-

denitrifiers from a mix culture hybridized with an oligonucleotide nirS probe, the same 

procedure was also used for separating cells hybridized with an LNA probe using Two-pass 

TSA FISH hybridization conditions. Figure 12 showed the flow cytometry profiles of 

uninduced Pseudomonas, induced E. coli nirS clone and Serratia using LNA probes and it 

showed similar profiles for the cells hybridized with LNA probes and oligonucleotide probes. 

However unlike the induced cells hybridized by oligonucleotide probes, hybridization using 

LNA provided a much higher signal resulting to a significant differentiation on the induced 

cell clustering (Figure 11c) to the cell clustering on uninduced cells (Figure 11b) and non-

denitrifers (Figure 11a). Furthermore, even non-active denitrifier clusters showed appreciably 

higher signal compared to non-denitrifier clusters attesting to the sensitivity of using LNA 

probes compared to typical oligomucleotide probes. This sensitivity of detecting and 

differentiating active and non-active nirS expression using LNA could also be the reason in 

the distinct and mostly non-overlapping profile of the active denitrifier cluster to the non-

active and non-denitrying microbial cluster. 

     After the sorting gates were established, cell sorting of the mix culture was also performed 

and the flow cytometric profile was shown in Figure 13 and the cells that passes through the 

gate calibrated for the active denitrifiers was collected and the community profile was also 

analyzed to determine the recovery of active denitrifier from a mix culture population. 
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Figure 12. Flow cytometric profiles of Serratia (A) uninduced Pseudomonas stutzeri (B), and 

induced Escherichia coli nirS expression clone (C) hybridized with 1ng/ul sense 

nirS LNA/oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyramide. 
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Figure 13. Flow cytometric profiles of a mix culture containing Serratia, uninduced 

Pseudomonas stutzeri and induced Escherichia coli nirS expression clone 

hybridized with 1ng/ul sense nirS LNA/oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyraminde. 
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Population Analysis of Sorted Active Denitrifier: 

After collecting the sorted active denitrifiers from mix culture population hybridized by 

oligonucleotide probe and by LNA probe, the community profile was determined by 

quantifying Serratia, Pseudomonas stutzeri, and Escherichia coli using real-time PCR and 

comparing the resulting CT values for each microorganim with specific qPCR standard 

curves as shown Figure 14. The qPCR primers were found to be specific to their target 

microorganism by running each primers on PCR mixtures containing DNA of non-target 

microorganism as negative control and shown to have no signal detected during the run.        

     Additionally, the community profile of the mixed culture before and after cell sorting was 

also established using qPCR and the recovery of active denitrifier (E. coli induced) as well as 

the purity of active denitrifier in the final sorted population was also calculated for both 

population hybridized with oligonucleotide probe (Table 3) and hybridized with LNA probe 

(Table 4). 

     For the mix culture tagged by nirS oligonucleotide probe, it was observed that after 

sorting, only 29.67% of the initial E. coli induced clone was recovered moreover, other non-

active denitrifiers from the initial population (e.g. Pseudomonas) were also found present in 

the final sorted population contributing to the relatively low final E. coli purity (46.06%) in 

the solution.  In contrast, mix culture initially tagged by nirS LNA probe, it was observed 

that after sorting, a relatively higher 39.69% recovery from the initial E. coli induced clone 

was obtained and, most importantly,  it was also found that the sorted solution contained a 

appreciably higher  E. coli purity (87.99%).  
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Figure 14. Real-time PCR standard curves for Serratia marcescens (A), Pseudomonas 

stutzeri (B), and Escherichia coli (C) from cell suspension targeting specific rRNA. 

 

A 

B 
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Table 3. Community profile of the mix culture composed of nirS oligonucleotide hybridized 

cells  before and after cell sorting.   

 

Microbial Species Initial 

Population 

Initial Purity Final 

Population 

Recovery Final 

Purity 

            

Escherichia coli 8.56E+08 10.10% 2.54E+08 29.67% 46.06% 

Serratia 3.52E+09 41.53% 1.35E+07 0.38% 2.45% 

Pseudomonas 4.10E+09 48.37% 2.84E+08 6.93% 51.50% 

Total 8.48E+09 100.00% 5.52E+08   100.00% 

 

 

 

Table 4. Community profile of the mix culture composed of nirS LNA hybridized cells  

before and after cell sorting.   

 

Microbial Species Initial 

Population 

Initial Purity Final 

Population 

Recovery Final 

Purity 

            

Escherichia coli 6.50E+08 11.90% 2.58E+08 39.69% 87.99% 

Serratia 2.54E+09 46.52% n/a 0.00% 0.00% 

Pseudomonas 2.27E+09 41.58% 3.52E+07 1.55% 12.01% 

Total 5.46E+09 100.00% 2.93E+08   100.00% 

 

 

 

     Using different approaches in magnifying signal intensity (CARD-FISH TSA versus 

Two-pass TSA)  in conjunction with the application of two different types of probe (LNA 

versus oligonucleotide) provided a stark difference in the ability of differentiating active 

denitrifiers from non-active denitrifiers by FCM. This result was collaborated by the 

overlapping cytometric profile of induced E. coli with uninduced Pseudomonas and even the 

profiles between Pseudomonas and Serratia (non-denitrifier) after hybridization with normal 

oligonucleotide, thus indicating of the low signal difference between the two microorganisms 

using normal oligonucleotide probes even with signal amplification via CARD FISH. The 
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low signal manifestation in using oligonucleotide probe could be attributed to the low 

thermostability of oligonucleotide probe in comparison with the LNA probes. The 

thermostability between the hybridization of the probe with the target gene may have shown 

a profound effect during the elution of the hybridized cells from the slide prior to FCM, were 

the hybridized cells were subjected to 64
o
C buffer in order to melt the agarose used in cell 

immobilization. The application of a relatively high temperature may have cause some of the 

dissociation of the oligonucleotide probe from the target gene. On the other hand, using LNA 

probes may have circumvented this problem resulting to a more efficient separation of active 

denitrifier from the non-active denitrifier/ non-denitrifiers since the incorporation of LNA in 

the probe significantly increases its thermostability hence the minimal dissociation of such 

probe from the target DNA/RNA. In addition, the signal two-pass TSA with the LNA probe 

may have also provided an additional increase in signal intensity that may be enough for the 

FCM to differentiate the cells during separation.    
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Cell Separation of CARD-FISH and LNA hybridized Cells from Activated Sludge: 

Application of SmRFF in complex medium was also explored by separating active 

denitrifiers from an activated sludge sample.  A mix culture containing an induced E. coli 

clone (active denitrifier), and Serratia (non-denitrifier) was used and was spiked in a non-

denitirifying activated sludge. After spiking, the cells were hybridized with either an 

oligonucleotide probe or an LNA probe using the optimized CARD-FISH or using the 

optimized Two pass TSA FISH hybridization conditions to tag the active denitrifier in 

preparation for cell sorting. Additionally, to capture the active denitrifier, the gates were set 

based on the flow cytometric characteristics of the target microorganism prior to cell sorting 

of the spike sludge.  

     After the sorting gate was established, cell sorting of the spiked sludge was performed and 

resulting flow cytometric profiles were shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 for spiked sludge 

hybridized with an oligonucleotide probe and with an LNA probe, respectively. Expectedly, 

LNA-hybridized cells achieved higher signal intensity in comparison with oligonucleotide-

hybridized cells. However, it was observed that in comparion with pure culture and mix 

culture cell separation, there is no visually distinct population in the profiles suggesting that 

some non-hybridized cells may have attached to the targeted cells, a common limitation that 

occurs in FCM studies of environmental samples. 
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Figure 15. Flow cytometric profiles of an activated sludge spiked with Serratia, and induced 

Escherichia coli nirS expression clone hybridized with 1ng/ul sense nirS 

oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyraminde. 
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Figure 16. Flow cytometric profiles of an activated sludge spiked with Serratia, and induced 

Escherichia coli nirS expression clone hybridized with 1ng/ul sense nirS 

LNA/oligonucleotide probe and Cy3 tyraminde. 
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Population Analysis of Sorted Active Denitrifier from Activated Sludge: 

After collecting the sorted active denitrifiers from the non-denitrifying activated sludge 

hybridized by oligonucleotide probe and by LNA probe, the community profile was 

determined by quantifying the spiked cells Serratia and the Escherichia coli clones using 

real-time PCR and comparing the resulting CT values for each microorganim with specific 

qPCR standard curves. However, preliminary PCR screening of the unspiked sludge yielded 

pre-existing innate E. coli community as shown in Figure 17 thus another molecular marker 

was used in quantifying the spiked E. coli clones. Moreover, since the preliminary PCR 

screening of the non-denitrfying activated sludge yielded no pre-existing nirS (Figure 18), 

quantitation of the spiked clones was performed indirectly by RT-PCR targeting the nirS 

plasmid that was used to construct the clones (Figure 19).  As such, the community profile of 

the activated sludge before and after cell sorting was then established using qPCR and the 

recovery of active denitrifier (E. coli induced) as well as the purity of active denitrifier in the 

final sorted population was also calculated for both population hybridized with 

oligonucleotide probe (Table 5) and hybridized with LNA probe (Table 6). 
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Figure 17. PCR screening targeting Escherichia coli in non-denitrifying sludge (sludge) and 

in E. coli positive control (Ec).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18. PCR screening targeting nirS in non-denitrifying sludge (sludge), Pseudomonas 

stuzeri controls (Ps1 and Ps2) and in E. coli nirS clones (clone1 and clone 2).  
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Figure 19. Real-time PCR standard curves for Escherichia coli clone from cell suspension 

targeting nirS expression plasmid. 

 

 

 

     For the spiked activate sludge tagged by nirS oligonucleotide probe, it was observed that 

after sorting, only 13.53% of the initial E. coli induced clone was recovered however other 

non-active denitrifier (Serratia) from the initial population was also found present in the final 

sorted population (4.51E+07) contributing to the relatively low final E. coli clone purity 

(64.52%) in the solution. The low purity of the target E. coli clone may be attributed to 

primarily the relatively low signal production of the targeted cells after CARD-FISH. Due to 

the low signal production of the target cells, the area for sorting was established in such a 

way that non-targeted cells may also have been captured, as indicated by the 35.48% 

recovery of the non-targeted Serratia in the final sorted population. In addition, the low 

recovery of the targeted cell may have been attributed to low hybridization of the E. coli 
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clones to the probe since the CARD-FISH procedure used was initially optimized for pure 

culture clones, and not in association with complex media such as activated sludge.  

     In contrast, with the spiked activated sludge initially tagged by nirS LNA probe and signal 

amplified via two-pass TSA, a much lower 10.57% recovery from the initial E. coli induced 

clone was observed after sorting which may again be an indication of low hybridization of 

the clones to the probe using the hybridization conditions initially optimized for pure culture 

clones. However, in terms of purity, the sorted solution contained a significantly higher  E. 

coli purity (90.56%), possibly indicating that the targeted cells successfully hybridized by the 

LNA probe yielded a much higher signal-to-noise, thus enabling successful differentiation of 

the target cell from the rest of the mix culture population. 
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Table 5. Recovery profile of the spiked cells composed of nirS oligonucleotide hybridized 

cells  before and after cell sorting in activated sludge.   

 

Microbial Species Initial 

Population 

Initial 

Composition 

Final 

Population 

Recovery  Final 

Composition 

            

Escherichia coli 6.06E+08 7.71% 8.20E+07 13.53% 64.52% 

Serratia 7.25E+09 92.29% 4.51E+07 0.62% 35.48% 

Total 7.86E+09 100.00% 1.27E+08   100.00% 

 

 

 

Table 6. Community profile of the spiked cells composed of nirS LNA hybridized cells  

before and after cell sorting.   

 

Microbial Species Initial 

Population 

Initial 

Composition 

Final 

Population 

Recovery  Final 

Composition 

            

Escherichia coli 7.78E+08 8.41% 8.22E+07 10.57% 90.56% 

Serratia 8.47E+09 91.59% 8.57E+06 0.10% 9.44% 

Total 9.25E+09 100.00% 9.08E+07   100.00% 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Denitrification is an important microbiological process that is used extensively in removing 

excess nitrogen in wastewater and agricultural groundwater to prevent eutrophication in 

receiving bodies of water.  To optimize denitrification, it is necessary to answer the question 

of which microorganisms are responsible for the process in a given system. Several 

traditional culture-based methods and current molecular techniques have tried to answer that 

question however even using standard PCR methods for the identification of denitrifying 

microorganisms in complex environment proved to be extremely difficult since: (1) There is 

no clear correlation between denitrification genes and 16S rRNA genes from isolates, (2) 

PCR amplification of denitrification genes are often limited to assessing gene diversity and 

not microbial diversity, (3) Most of the denitrifying functional gene sequences come from 

uncultured or unidentified strains and (4) PCR results normal only provides the potential of a 

given community for a specific metabolic process.  

     This research focuses on addressing this important question by developing and optimizing 

a novel molecular method for separating, identifying, and quantifying bacteria that actively 

express, in situ, the nitrite-reductase in mixed culture samples. This method initially includes 

the use of molecular probes that targets nirS gene and or nirS mRNA, followed by 

selectively separating the hybridized cells from a mix culture preparation. Initially the use of 

this molecular method involves oligonucleotide probes and using simple tyramide signal 

amplification through the process known as CARD-FISH in order to magnify the 

fluorescence signal and enabling the hybridized cell (active denitrifiers) to be distinguished 

from non-hybridized cells (non-denitrifiers) by means of fluorescence microscopy, as well as 
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through flow cytometry. Optimizations for CARD-FISH included cell permeabilization 

experiments, fluorochrome-tyramide evaluations and most importantly probe titration 

procedures. However, in spite of these optimizations, ineffective cell separation of active 

denitrifier was observed as determined by gated flow cytometry attributed to the possible loss 

of probe hybridization as oligonucleotide probes binding have relatively low thermal 

stability. To circumvent this limitation, a new LNA-substituted probe was used along with 

the modification of the standard FISH protocol to a two-pass TSA. The relatively high 

thermal stability of the LNA binding to its complementary target enabled a consistent 

fluorescent signal throughout the procedure and the introduction of antibodies to capture 

more of the tyramide fluorochrome through two-pass TSA yielded higher signal than 

standard CARD-FISH protocols. These modifications in the hybridization process translated 

to a more efficient separation of active denitrifiers from a mix culture.   

     The simultaneous mRNA FISH and flow cytometry (SmRFF)  can be a powerful tool in 

investigating the organisms actively responsible for denitrification process. It has potential in 

determining which organism is responsible for a specific activity in complex environmental 

systems as well as extending the identification of microbes responsible for other biological 

processes (e.g. bioremediation). However, much like all molecular procedures, the current 

SmRFF procedure have several limitations. Firstly, one must be able to have information on 

the gene-of-interest in order to design appropriate molecular probes and secondly, working 

with different systems and matrices may involve additional optimization procedures to 

maximize probe hybridization and ensure efficient separation during flow cytometry.    
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

     In this experiment, the use of simultaneous mRNA FISH and flow cytometry (SmRFF)  in 

separating active denitrifiers from a mix culture was evaluated. It was observed that the 

incorporation of LNA probes may provide the needed resolution in efficiently separating the 

target cells from non-targeted cells through flow cytometry. However, there is still a need to 

improve the technique that may serve as integral avenues for optimization.  

     1)  The improvement in the LNA probe: In this experiment, the LNA probe used was 

originally an oligonucleotide in which three of its bases were substituted with the LNA 

analog. It is possibly to increase the probe hybridization efficiency and signal intensity 

by varying the LNA content, as well as the LNA position in the probe as observed by 

Silahtaroglu et al. (2003) during their investigation on LNA-FISH on human 

lymphocytes.  

 2) The improvement on reporter molecules: In the experiment, the LNA probe 

contains a single DIG tag attached to the 5' end of the oligonucleotide. This tag served 

as the binding site for the primary antibody during the two-pass TSA procedure. It is 

possible to increase the number of DIG tags in a single probe and may serve as 

additional epitope in an attempt to increase the number of reporter antibodies inside 

the cell (Kawakami et al., 2010). 

 3)  Establishment of the minimum detectable threshold mRNA levels for mRNA 

 FISH and SmRFF: Since SmRFF relies on the intensity of the fluorescence signal 

emitted by the hybridized cells which, in turn, is dependent on the amount of target 
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mRNA transcribed, it is important to determine the minimum detectable mRNA 

threshold for SmRFF to successfully separate targeted cells. 

 4) Optimization of the use of SmRFF in complex medium. In the experiment, 

separation of the target cell was achieved from a mix culture created by combining 

pure culture samples. To further test the ability of SmRFF, separation of active 

denitrifiers actual from complex system such as soil, activated sludge, and other 

environmental sources must also be investigated. As such, when working with such 

system, additional permeabilization steps is almost always necessary and methods in 

minimizing cell clumping  must also be examined to significantly increase the 

efficiency of separating cells during FCM.  
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